
Ideas with strong colors and bold outlines will make the best mosaics.
You do not need to draw your ideas out of mosaic shapes-
Pittsburgh Glass Center artists will adapt the drawings. 
Get inspired by the beauty of Highland Park, the nature surrounding
it, and all of the fantasy fun and adventure you will have in the new
Super Playground!

The new Super Playground will have a fantasy adventure theme with
lots of natural elements – think castles, boats, and sea creatures!

The mosaics will be about 5 x 5 inches. 
Here are some examples of similar mosaics

What to keep in mind for your mosaic idea:

WHAT HIDDEN
MOSAICS SHOULD

WE MAKE?

To find out more about the Super Playground update, visit 
engage.pittsburghpa.gov/highland-park-super-playground

HEY KIDS!HEY KIDS!  
THE NEW SUPERTHE NEW SUPER
PLAYGROUND NEEDS YOU!PLAYGROUND NEEDS YOU!
The City of Pittsburgh is replacing the Highland Park Super
Playground with a new Super (Duper!) Playground! The Highland Park
Community Council is working with the Pittsburgh Glass Center to
create Hidden Mosaics nestled on rocks and wooden features around
the new playground. These will be inspired by ideas from kids and
turned into mosaic designs by Pittsburgh Glass Center artists! 
Check out the mosaic guidelines below, then submit your idea!

In partnership with



AGE:

SUPER PLAYGROUND HIDDEN MOSAIC IDEASUPER PLAYGROUND HIDDEN MOSAIC IDEA
Share your idea for a creature or object to feature as a mosaic "hidden" somewhere at the new Super Playground. 
Tell us about your idea and why you think it belongs at the Super Playground. 
To Submit: Email a photo of this page to HPCCPGH@gmail.com with the subject "Super Playground Mosaic Idea." 
Please be sure to include an adult contact's full name, phone number, and your neighborhood of residence in the email. 

FIRST NAME:

Tell us about your mosaic idea:

Why do you think this mosaic belongs at the
Super Playground?


